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Organization
I will summarize the work of many researchers. The goal is to provide:
1. A brief introduction to Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) as a whole;
2. Illustrative examples of recent advances:
2.A A bridge between theory and observations of the early universe;
2.B Conceptual issues regarding quantum black holes.
3. Open issues and broad perspective on quantum gravity.
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1. Gravity ≈ Geometry ⇒ A New Syntax

• Einstein’s outrageous idea: Gravity is a not a force but a manifestation of
curved space-time. Therefore GR needed a new syntax: Riemannian Geometry
• LQG Viewpoint: Geometry has ‘atomic structure’ like matter: Quantum gravity
needs a yet new syntax: Quantum Riemannian Geometry.
• Systematically developed by a very large number of researchers, especially
AA, Baez, Barbero, Campiglia, Fleischhack, Koslowski, Lewandowski, Livine,
Marolf, Mourão, Okolow, Reisenberger, Sahlmann, Thiemann, Rovelli, Smolin,
Speziale, Varadarajan, . . .
Recent reviews: Chapters by
Bianchi, Dittrich, Giesel, Laddha
& Varadarajan, and Oriti in
Loop Quantum Gravity: The
first thirty years.

For beginning researchers: 75 minute long YouTube Video:
The Story of Loop Quantum Gravity - From the Big Bounce to Black Holes.
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Quantum Riemannian Geometry
• Shift: (g, k) → (A, E); A: spin connection; E: ‘electric field’ encodes
Riemannian geometry. Gravity brought under the umbrella that covers other three
fundamental interactions.

• No background geometry (Diff invariance) ⇒ Unique Hilbert space with
geometric Operators, e.g., ÂS , V̂R . They have purely discrete eigenvalues that crowd
rapidly. Riemannian geometry quantized in aH fundamental but rather subtle sense. Curvature,
as in Aharanov-Bohm effect, ∼ lim[( C A.dl)/(Area)]
• Area gap ∆ : Fundamental microscopic parameter of LQG that sets scales for
new macroscopic phenomena, e.g. curvsup ∼ ρsup = const/∆3 ]
• Fundamental excitations of geometry are
polymer-like; 1-dimensional. Continuum arises only
on coarse graining.
Spin Networks: Convenient basis of states that
diagonalizes the geometric operators.
labelled node ∼ quantum chunk of space;
labelled link ∼ deposits a quantum of area on any
surface it intersects.

Squeezed spin network states have long range correlations. They yield area law for
entanglement entropy ↔ classical geometries.
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Some Long Standing Issues of Quantum Gravity

1. How do you do physics if there is no space-time metric to anchor it?

2. What is ‘time’ and how do you speak of ‘dynamics’ or ‘happenings’ ?

3. Are strong curvature singularities of GR naturally resolved by quantum gravity?

4. Are the uv divergences of QFT naturally resolved in quantum gravity?
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Answers in Loop Quantum Gravity
1. How do you do physics if there is no space-time metric to anchor it? Matter
fields and geometry are both quantum mechanical at birth. Quantum fields φ̂
propagate on the state Ψ(geo) of quantum geometry that provides probability
amplitudes for various geometries. (Analogy: electrons in a laser beam)
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2. What is ‘time’ and how do you speak of ‘dynamics’ or
‘happenings’ ? A matter field can serve as a relational
clock with respect to which other fields ‘evolve’ (e.g.,
cosmology). Example of ‘happening’: New nodes
–chunks of volume– could be created or destroyed.

•node
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3. Are strong curvature singularities of GR naturally resolved by quantum gravity?
In all cosmological and black hole models considered so far, space-like, strong
curvature singularities are tamed in LQG. (In cosmology not just the big-bang but
also others such as ‘big rip’ and ‘sudden death’.)
4. Are the uv divergences of QFT naturally resolved in quantum gravity?
There are some concrete results on regularity of matter Hamiltonians in LQG, but
do not yet know how to relate them to effective field theories.
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2.A LQG and The Very Early Universe
• For concreteness, consider the inflationary paradigm. It has been highly
successful but as it is not a fundamental theory like, say, general relativity. Rather,
as Peebles says, it serves as a “a framework on which to hang a theory.”
• Inflation begins much after the Planck regime, when matter density and
curvature are about 10−11 the Planck scale. Considerable work in LQG to extend
it to the Planck regime: Agullo, Alesci, AA, Barrau, Bhardwaj, Bojowald, Boillet,
Bonga, Campiglia, Castelló-Gomar, Copelnd, Engle, Gupt, Kaminsi, Lewandowski,
Louko, Ma, Martin de Blas, Mean-Marugán, Navarro-Salas, Nelson, Olmedo,
Parker, Pawlowski, Singh, Sreenath, Thiemann, . . .
• As already mentioned, the big bang is replaced by a
big-bounce. No infinities; curvature has an absolute
upper bound ∼ 62`−2
Pl . Therefore the background
quantum geometry Ψo (a, φ) remains well-behaved.
Cosmological Perturbations R̂, T̂ I propagate on this
quantum geometry; Planck scale issues faced squarely.
This evolution has been studied by different groups. As
we will see, there is now a bridge between theory and
observations.
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Singularity Resolution Ex: Starobinsky Potential
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Expectations values of volume V̂ |φ for the Starobinsky potential U (φ) = (3M 2 /32π)×
√
(1 − e− (16π/3)φ) )2 . The Big Bang is replaced by a Big Bounce.
Similar singularity resolution in more general cosmological models.
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What is behind this singularity resolution?
• The key modification of Einstein dynamics is well-captured in effective
equations. For example, the effective Friedmann equation is:
(ȧ/a)2 = (8πGρ/3)[1 − ρ/ρsup ] where

ρsup =

18π G~2
∆3

∼ 0.41ρPl .

Big Bang replaced by a quantum bounce. Separation of scales: effects become
negligible for ρ << ρPl .
• Mechanism: No unphysical matter or new boundary conditions. Quantum
geometry creates a brand new repulsive force in the Planck regime, overwhelming
classical attraction. Understood in the Hamiltonian, Path integral and consistent
histories frameworks.
• Many generalizations: inclusion of spatial curvature, Λ, anisotropies,
. . . Qualitative summary: Every time a curvature scalar enters the Planck regime,
the quantum geometry repulsive force dilutes it, preventing a blow up.
• Interestingly, now in mainstream cosmology, ‘Big Bang’ refers not to an initial
singularity but to a hot phase of the early universe (say at the end of inflation)!
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Why pre-inflationary dynamics matters
Contrary to a wide-spread belief, pre-inflationary dynamics does matter because modes with
λphys > Rcurv (the curvature radius) in the pre-inflationary era are excited and populated at the
onset of inflation. They can leave imprints on CMB, naturally leading to ‘anomalies’ at low `s .
Loop Quantum Cosmology

General Relativity
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The UV LQG regularization tames the FLRW singularity. The new FLRW
dynamics in turn affects the IR behavior of perturbations!
Deep interplay between UV and IR!
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Quantum Gravity in the Sky?
LQC: TT-Power spectrum (postdiction)
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There exist well-motivated initial conditions such that the LQC power spectrum agrees with the
standard BD power spectrum for ` & 30, but in LQC power is suppressed for ` . 30
⇒ better χ2 -fit to observations over the entire range.
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Quantum Gravity in the Sky?
LQC: EE-Power spectrum (prediction)
LQC

!(!+1)"!EE/ 2Π

BD

!

New Prediction. Non-primordial mechanisms for T-T power spectrum for small ` do not yield
suppression for E-E. Charles Lawrence: Suppression has been persistent since WMAP; LQC is
the only ‘first principle’ mechanism he has seen.
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Can Observations inform Fundamental Theory ?

Is there a two-way bridge?
Area gap of LQG: Constraints from CMB observations?
LQC effects depend on the area gap ∆. In working out predictions, its value
˚ ∼ 5.17`2 was chosen using black hole entropy calculations. But now we can
∆
Pl
turn the tables around and treat it as a free parameter, work out the T-T power
spectrum and find its best fit value compatible with the observed T-T power
˚
spectrum. A priori the best-fit value could be very different from ∆!
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Posterior Probability

From observations to Fundamental Theory

1

• Here RB = (6 ∆/4π) 2 .
˚ ∼ 5.17`2 .
The line, RB = R˚B ≡ 1.57`Pl corresponding to ∆ = ∆
Pl
It is within the 68% confidence level of PLANCK results.
• Increase of area gap by a factor of 10 is observationally ruled out at 95%
confidence level & decrease by a factor of 10 is ruled out at 68% confidence level.
Totally unforeseen synergy!
Two way bridge between observations and theory.
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2.B Black hole evaporation
i+

t = tout

t = tin

Consider a quantum field
in state |0in i. The curved
geometry creates pairs of
modes, one falls across the
horizon and the other
escapes to infinity. Energy
flux at infinity ⇒ black
hole shrinks and eventually
disappears.

uEH

I+

Σf
i0

Σi

I−

i−

If the a singularity persists, then again there is sink of information. Pure states in
the past appear to evolve to mixed states in the future. Most relativists think that
if the singularity persists, information would be lost in our asymptotic region.
But if one insists on unitarity in this space-time, as some string theorists do, then
one is forced to invoke novel ideas: first we had quantum xerox machines, then
firewalls along the horizon, and now fast scramblers. Firewalls, for example, would
imply a surprising failure of semi-classical physics!
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Prelude: More realistic Penrose Diagrams
i+

EH

I+
DH

i0

flat

I−

i−

1. In the Hawking derivation, the star that collapsed was an
external, classical source; evaporation referred to quantum
fields in the vacuum state on I − .
In the analysis of unitarity and information loss, we need a
closed system for consistency: e.g., a collapsing coherent
state of a scalar field and analysis of quantum radiation
originating in its fluctuations. Note the presence of a
Dynamical Horizon (DH) in the collapsing region

2. In the semi-classical region there is no event
horizon: I + is incomplete. What forms and
evaporates is a DH. It is space-like during
collapse and becomes timelike during
evaporation.
This follows analytically from differential
geometry and is seen explicitly in the detailed
numerical analysis of semi-classical CGHS BH.

Semi-classical CGHS BH
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Quantum effects on Geometry: Semi-classical Region
I+
uLR
u

!

u0

Σf

!

i0
DH

Σi

flat

I−

• A key puzzle already in the semi-classical regime.
Heuristics: Evaporation of a solar mass BH to lunar mass
takes ∼ 1063 years. ∼ 1075 modes are emitted to infinity and
are correlated with the modes that fell into the BH. How
could these modes ‘fit in’ the ball of radius only 0.1mm, the
Schwarzschild radius of a lunar mass BH? Even if they had
the ‘largest’ λ ∼ 0.1mm, their energy would be some 1022
times the lunar mass! Quandry:Too little mass to
accommodate so many states!
This has been a key reason to seek ‘mechanisms for
purification’ already in the semi-classical regime.

i−

• Surprising Resolution: Semi-classical considerations show that as the area of
the dynamical horizon (DH) shrinks, the (e.g. Kretsch = const.) 3-surfaces
develop extremely long necks. As a solar mass BH shrinks to a lunar mass the
neck grows from ∼ kms, to some ∼ 1055 light years in length! So the modes that
have fallen in the DH get enormously stretched –become ‘infrared’. They can
easily hold a lot of correlations with outside modes even though they have very
little total energy. (AA, Ori; Christodoulou, de Lorenzo)
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Singularity Resolution by Quantum Geometry
• Analysis of Quantum Geometry effects near the singularity is more difficult than
in cosmology because of the trapped region. A satisfactory effective theory in the
LQG paradigm became available only recently. Key feature:

I−

i−

r = r0

τ

r = r0
EH

EH

i0

H

I+

-E
AT

r =r0

Singularity in Kruskal
space-time is replaced by a
space-like Transition surface τ to
the past of which we have a
(BH-type) trapped region and to
the future of which we have a
(WH-type) anti-trapped region.
So τ has very interesting
geometry: Both null expansions
vanish on it!

T-

i+

• The effective metric ḡab is everywhere regular. For macroscopic BHs, Einstein’s
equations are satisfied to an excellent accuracy till very near τ . Then, LQG
quantum geometry effects kick in and become very large (pink region). Curvature
scalars have universal (mass independent) upper bounds.
(AA, Olmedo, Singh)
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2.C Quantum Extended space-time: A Proposal
(Alesci, AA, Bianchi, Bahrami, Bojowald, Christodoulou, De Lorenzo, Gambini, Haggard,
Martin-Dussaud, Olmedo, Perez, Rovelli, Singh, Smerlak, Ori, Pullin, Vidotto, . . . )

• Expectation based on partial results:
Because of singularity resolution, quantum space-time
would not end abruptly. The infrared modes on the
long-neck surfaces inside the DH would slowly leak out of
the quantum region and appear at infinity at late times
on a timescale of ∼ M 4 . This would provide a natural
avenue for ‘purification’ future infinity at late times.
Similar to what happens when a piece of coal burns.
Current work: (i) Details of mode stretching in the
semi-classical region; (ii) Precise nature of the transition
surface and the reddish Planck region using appropriate
extension of the Kruskal analysis; (iii) Detailed description
LNS: Long-neck-surface
of the leaking out of modes after the quantum region.
i+

I+

uLR

u

u0

τ

Σ

i0

S

LN

DH

flat

I−

i−

• Main lesson: Because of singularity resolution, key part of purification can
happen beyond the semi-classical region. This would ensure unitarity without
(firewall-type) violations of semi-classical intuition.
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3. Open Issues and Outlook
• LQG starts with a new syntax –Quantum Riemannian Geometry– and uses it to
address longstanding problems of QG. In GR the most dramatic effects are
associated with the physical, dynamical nature of space-time in cosmology and
black holes. So I used these to illustrate the recent advances.
• More generally, there is a large number of concrete results and also open issues
on which systematic progress is being made. Examples:
(i) Understanding the physical meaning of quantization ambiguities in the full
Hamiltonian constraint by arriving at LQC from LQG.
(Alesci, Assanioussi, Dapor, Liegener, Pawlowski, . . . )

(ii) The consistent set of quantum Einstein’s equations in the background
independent Hamiltonian Framework (Varadarajan; . . . )
(iii) Sum over quantum histories a la spin foams:
graviton propagator, n-point functions, tensor networks, coarse graining and
continuum limit, renormalization group flows a la CM physics, . . .
(Bahr, Bianchi, Dittrich, Engle, Geiller, Goeller, Han, Livine, Nelson, Perez, Speziale, Riello,
Steinhaus, . . . )

...
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Finally, the question that is inevitably asked: Comparison with string theory.
That taste and style have so much to do with ... physics may sound
strange at first, since physics is supposed to deal objectively with
the physical universe. But the physical universe has structure, and
one’s perception of this structure, one’s partiality to some of its
characteristics and aversion to others, are precisely the elements
that make up one’s taste. Thus it is not surprising that taste and
style are so important in scientific research, as they are in literature,
art and music.
– Chen Ning Yang

LQG

String theory

Came from gravity/GR
Emphasis on space-time Geometry

Came from particle physics/Minkowskian QFT
Initial Emphasis on unification

Primarily in 4d
Most work: Λ ≥ 0
Supersymmetry not essential

Higher dimensions essential, Rooted in Λ < 0
AdS/CFT : Very difficult to extend to Λ ≥ 0
Supersymmetry essential.

Continued Emphasis on:
Issues at the heart of QG.

Emphasis in recent years: Using classical
gravity to other branches of physics.

The two are complementary. This diversity is not only healthy but essential!
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A final thought

Because the problem of quantum gravity has been with us so long and until
recently there was no obvious observational window to test the ideas, leaders have
often made appeals to aesthetics. For example, one finds quotes from eminent
and thoughtful people like:
“It would have been a cruel god to have laid down such a pretty scheme
(H-space/ Haven) and not have it mean something deep”.
“I just think too many nice things have happened in string theory for it to be all
wrong. Humans do not understand it very well, but I just don’t believe there is a
big cosmic conspiracy that created this incredible thing that has nothing to do
with the real world.”
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Reminder from Feynman
“It would have been a cruel god to have laid down such a pretty scheme (H-space/ Haven) and
not have it mean something deep”.
“I just think too many nice things have happened in string theory for it to be all wrong. Humans
do not understand it very well, but I just don’t believe there is a big cosmic conspiracy that
created this incredible thing that has nothing to do with the real world.”

“It doesn’t matter how beautiful your theory is,
it doesn’t matter how smart you are, or what
your name is. If it doesn’t agree with
experiment, it is wrong.”
Richard Feynman.

Examples from history:
Steady state Cosmology (Hoyle, Gold, Bondi, Sciama).
Unified field theory: GR+Maxwell (Einstein)
Atoms as knotted vortices in space (Kelvin, Maxwell)
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